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but the spirit which lay behind was not entirely under-
stood. The interest of the next group of decrees, those
which concern organization lies in the fact that they require
something to be done. They are not merely negative,
"Sealing with the suppression of abuses, but positive,
demanding that certain definite steps should be taken.
Hence they show very clearly the attitude of the dignitaries
of the Church in England to the commands of the Council;
for the persons to whom they were addressed were the
most important people in the Church, the bishops, arch-
bishops, and heads of religious houses. In these respects
they contrast with the decrees dealing with conduct and
discipline which were mainly negative and were directed
towards the clergy as a body. The motive lying behind
was the same in both cases, the purging of the Church from
impurities and the strengthening of its moral fibre and
spiritual outlook. The decrees dealing with organization
endeavoured to set up a machinery which would prevent
abuses from lurking unknown and undisturbed in secret
places. The method adopted was hierarchical and cen-
tralized, the drawing together of the various threads and
the institution of supervisory grades at the head of which
stood the Pope.
With these objects in view Innocent revived the ancient
custom of annual provincial synods. They were to be held
by the Metropolitan every year; all the bishops were to
attend under pain of suspension and deprivation. At these
synods suitable persons were to be appointed in every
diocese to take note of what needed reforming, and submit
the result to the provincial synod, the decrees of which were
to be published in diocesan synods.
The question of the reception of this particular decree
in England became, in the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, the centre of a violent controversy
on the subject of the rights and privileges of Convocation.
Archbishop Wake definitely declared that c this Canon in
Particular was not accounted of any Force amongst Us; we
have this strong Presumption to persuade Us, That it does
not appear that it was ever regularly Observed; but on the
contrary, as far as Our Histories give us any light into this

